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INTRODUCTIOK 
Random fixed point theorems are stochastic generalizations of (classical) 
fixed point theorems, and are required for the theory of random equations, just 
as in the theory of deterministic equations, (classical) fixed point theorems are of 
fundamental importance. In Polish spaces, i.e., separable complete metric 
spaces, random fixed point theorems for contraction mappings were proved by 
Spaeek [34] and Hang [12, 13, 141, etc. Mukherjea [cf. Bharucha-Reid [3, 
p. I1 11) gave a random fixed point theorem of Schauder type on an atomic 
probability measure space. Then Prakasa Rao [32] extended this result and 
obtained a theorem of Krasnosel’skii type on a same measure space. Recently, 
Bharucha-Reid [2] generalized results of Mukherjea and Prakasa Rao to the 
cases on general probability measure spaces. We refer to Bharucha-Reid [3] 
for a survey of related results. 
In [ 181 we obtained a random fixed point theorem for a multivalued con- 
traction mapping in a Polish space. In this paper, in Section 2 we give several 
random fixed point theorems for various singlevalued mappings, e.g., condensing 
or nonexpansive mappings, etc., in Banach or Hilbert spaces on general measur- 
able spaces. Among them, we have results of Mukherjea, Prakasa Rao and 
Bharucha-Reid on measurable spaces. Then, in Section 3 we prove correspond- 
ing theorems for multivalued mappings. In Section 4, as an application we 
show the existence of a random solution of a differential equation in a Banach 
space by using Theorem 2. I. To prove them, some results on measurability and 
measurable selectors of multivalued mappings given by Kuratowski and Ryll- 
Nardzewski [23] and Himmelberg [16] play crucial roles. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, (Q, Oe) denotes a measurable space. Let X be a metric 
space with the metric d. Let 2x be the family of all subsets of X, CD(X) all 
nonempty closed subsets of X, CB(X) 11 a nonempty bounded closed subsets of 
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X, K(X) all nonempty compact subsets of X, respectively. A mapping F: 52 + 2* 
is called (&-)measurabZe if for any open subset B of X, F-l(B) = {W E 52: F(W) n 
B # D} E Cpe. This type of measurability is usually called weakly measurable 
(cf. Himmelberg [16]), but in this paper we always use this type of measurability, 
thus we omit the term “weakly” for simplicity. Notice that when F(w) E K(X) for 
all w E 0, then F is measurable if and only if F-l(C) E ,JZ? for every closed subset 
C of X (cf. Himmelberg [16]). A measurable mapping 6: Q ---f X is called a 
measurable selector of a measurable mapping F: Q + CD(X) if f(w) E F(W) 
for each w E Q. A mapping f: Q x X --f X is called a random operator if for 
any x E X, f (., x) is measurable. Similarly, a mapping F: 52 x X -+ CD(X) is a 
random operator if for every x E X, F( ., x) is measurable. A measurable mapping 
5: Q + X is called a random jixed point of a random operator f: Q x X -+ X 
(or F:Q x X+CD(X)) if f or every w E Q, f(u, E(w)) = t(w) (or t(w) E 
F&J, E(w))). 
A mapping f: X -+ X is called compact if f is continuous and f(X) is pre- 
compact. f is called asymptotically regular if for any x E X, d(f”(x), f n+l(x)) -+ 0 
as n -+ co. f is called k-lzjhitx, where k > 0, if for every x, y E X, d(f (x), 
f(y)) < kd(x, y). A k-Lipschitz mapping f is a k-contraction or a nonexpansive 
mapping if k < 1 or k = 1 respectively. f is called k-set-Lipschitz (k 3 0) if f 
is continuous and for any bounded subset C of X, r(f(C)) < KY(C), where 
y(B) = inf{c > 0: B can be covered by a finite number of sets of diameter < c}. 
r(B) is called the (set-)meusme of noncompactness of B. This is originally due to 
Kuratowski (cf. [22]). We also refer to Furi and Vignoli [lo, 1 l] and Nussbaum 
[27]. A k-set-Lipschitz mapping f is a k-set-contraction if k < 1. f is called 
(set-)condensing if f is continuous and for each bounded subset C of X with 
y(C) > 0, y(f (C)) < y(C). It is clear that a k-set-contraction mapping is 
condensing. If X is a subset of a Banach space E, then a mapping f : X + X of 
the form f = g + h, where g: X + E is a k-contraction and h: X--+ E is 
compact, is a k-set-contraction. 
A mapping F: X + CD(X) is called compact if F(X) = (Jzox F(x) is pre- 
compact. F is called asymptotically regular if for each x E X, there exists a 
sequence {xn} such that x0 = x, xn+r E F(x,) and d(xn , xn+J + 0 as n + co. F is 
called upper (lower) semicontinuous if for any closed (open) subset C of X, 
F-l(C) is closed (open). F is called continuous if F is both upper and lower 
semicontinuous. F: X + CB(X) is called k-Lipschitz (k > 0) if for any x, y E X, 
W(x), F(Y)) < kd(x, Y>, w h ere D is the Hausdorff metric on CB(X) induced 
by the metric d. If k < 1 or k = 1, then F is called a k-contraction or a non- 
expansive mapping, respectively. Notice that when F(x) E K(X) for all x E X, 
then F is continuous if and only if F is continuous from X into the metric space 
(K(X), D), that is, for each x0 E X, given p > 0, there exists a 4 > 0 such that 
D(F(x), F(x,,)) <p whenever d(x, x0) < 4 (cf. Castaing [S, Theo&me 4.11). 
F is called (set-)condensing if for any bounded subset C of X with y(C) > 0, 
Y(W)) < Y(C)- 
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A random operator f: Q x X + X is called continuous (compact, etc.) if for 
each w E Q, f ( , ) w . is continuous (compact, etc.). Similarly, a random operator 
F: Q >’ S + CD(X) is called continuous (compact, etc.) if for any w E Q, F(a), .) 
is continuous (compact, etc.). 
If S is a subset of a Banach space, then let CK(X) be the family of all non- 
empty compact convex subsets of X, WK(X) all nonempty weakly compact 
subsets of X, respectively. A mapping F: Q ---f 2x is called w-measurable if for 
every weakly closed subset C of X, F-l(C) E .&. X is said to be starshaped if there 
esistsapointvrzXsuchthatforanyxrzXandk(O-<k < l),kv+(l - k)xF 
S. P’ is called a starcenter of X. 
2. RANDOM FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR SINGLEVALUED MAPPINGS 
First, we prove a random fixed point theorem for a condensing mapping. 
A fixed point theorem for a condensing mapping was given by Furi and 
Vignoli [ll]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a separable closed convex subset of a Banach space, 
f : D x S--t S a condensing random operator. Suppose that for any w E fin, 
f(~, 9) is bounded. Then there exists a random fixed point 5: Q + S off. 
Proof. Take a countable dense subset (n,} of X. Define a mapping F: Q - 2” 
by F(W) y= {x E S: f(u, x) = &r}, then by a fixed point theorem of Furi and 
Vignoli [l 11, F(w) E K(X) for all w E 5-2. We show that F is measurable. For any 
nonempty closed subset C of X, denote 
L(C) = fi u {w E .Q: ~1 f (w, Xi) - xi 1; < 2/n:, 
n==1ejec, 
where C, = {x E X: d(x, C) < l/n} and d(x, C) = inf{l, s - y 11: y E Cj. Then 
we obtain F -l(C) = L(C). Indeed, it is easy to see that F-l(C) CL(C). Conver- 
sely, if w E L(C), then for each n, there exists 2c,(,) such that d(xzcn) , C) < l/n 
and ,if(w, .v*,(,)) - -rLcn) jl < 2jn. The subset B = {xzcn): n = 1, 2,...) of X is 
precompact by Furi and Vignoli [IO, Theorem 11. Thus, there is a subsequence of 
B converging to some y0 E X. We have y0 E C and f (w, yU) = y,, , showing 
w E F -l(C). Hence, F-l(C) = L(C) and F is measurable. By Kuratowski and 
Ryll-Nardzewski [23], there exists a measurable selector 5: Q + X of F. This 6 
is the desired random fixed point off. Q.E.D. 
As a corollary, we have the following random fixed point theorem of Schauder 
type. If X is compact, this was essentially obtained by Bharucha-Reid [2]. 
409i67/2-2 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be a compact (OY separable and closed) convex subset 
of a Banach space, f: Sz x X-+ X a compact random operator. Then f has a 
random fixed point. 
Remark 2.3. If X is a separable, bounded and complete metric space and 
f : JJ x X -+ X is a condensing random operator such that F(U) is nonempty 
for all w E Sz, then f has a random fixed point by the same method of the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. 
When ranges are not necessarily bounded, then a random fixed point theorem 
of Krasnosel’skii type holds. Bharucha-Reid [2] proved a similar result in the 
case that X is compact and convex. For fixed point theorems of Krasnosel’skii 
type, we refer to Krasnosel’skii [21] and Reinermann [33]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a closed convex subset of a separable Banach space E, 
g: 52 x X-t E a random operator such that for any w E Q, g(w, .) is a k(w)- 
contraction. Let h: .Q x X-+ E be a compact random operator. Suppose that for 
any w E 0, g(w, x) + h(w, y) E X whenever x, y E X. Then g + h has a random 
jixed point. 
Proof. For each fixed y E X, define a mapping T,: Q x X + X by 
Tzl(w, x) = g(w, x) + h(w, y), then, since E is separable, T, is a random operator 
(cf. Bharucha-Reid [3, p. 181) such that for each w E Sz, Ty(w, .) is a k(w)- 
contraction. Thus, by Hang [12], there exists a unique random fixed point 5, 
of T, . Define a random operator f: 52 x X--+X by f(w, x) = f,(w), then f 
is continuous. In fact, if x, y E X, then 
II h(w, 4 - h(w> r>ll = II s%(w) - g(w, t,(w)) - t,(w) + gb, 5,b))ll 
> II &(w> - E,(w)11 - llg(w, &(w)> - g(w, 5,(w))il 
3 II Cdw) - t,(w)ll - k(w) II tYw> - &h)ll 
= (1 - k(w))llf(w, 4 -f(w,r>ll. 
Since h is compact, f is compact by the above inequality. Hence, by Corollary 2.2 
there exists a random fixed point e off. It is obvious that [ is a random fixed 
point of g + h. Q.E.D. 
The following is another random fixed point theorem of Krasnosel’skii type. 
A related fixed point theorem of this form was given by Reinermann [33]. Before 
we state the theorem, we recall a few definitions. A Banach space E is said to 
satisfy Opial’s condition (cf. Opial [28] and Lami Dozo [24]) if the following 
holds: if {xn} converges weakly to x,, , and x # x,, , then lim inf // x, - x (I > 
liminf/lx, - x,, [I . Banach spaces satisfying Opial’s condition include Hilbert 
spaces and 0’ (1 < p < co) spaces. A mapping f of a subset X of a Banach 
space E into E is called completely continuous if (xn} converges weakly to x,, , 
then {f(xn)} converges to f(q). f is called demiclosed if {xn} C X is such that 
{xn} converges weakly to x0 and {f(x,J} converges toy,, in E, thenf(x,,) = y,, . 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let -Y be a weakly compact convex subset of a separable Banach 
space E, g: Q x X -+ E a nonexpansive random operator, h: 5;! x S ---t E a 
completely continuous random operator. Suppose that E is uniformly convex or 
satisfies Opial’s condition and for any w E Q, g( w, x) -.- h(w, x) E S ifs E S. ‘I-hen 
there exists a random fixed point of g + h. 
Proof. Take an element v E X and a sequence jk,J of real numbers such that 
0 -: k,( -< 1 and k, ---f 0 as n --) 00. For each n, define a mappingf,: Q .I- m-f -1. 
by 
fn(w x) = k,v + (1 - k,) (g(w, X) TV h(w, A)). 
then frL is a (1 - k,)-set-contraction random operator. Hence, by Theorem 9. I 
there is a random fixed point 4, off,, . For each n, define F,!: l2 -+ WK(.\l) h\ 
F,(w) = ZC-cl[6,(w): i -;: n;, 
where w-cl(C) is the weak closure of C. Let F: Q + TVA(S) he a mappinp 
defined bv 
F(w) = fi F,(w), 
n-1 
then, since the weak topology on S is a metric topology (cf. Dunford and 
Schwartz [9, p. 434]), F is w-measurable by Himmelberg [16, Theorem 4.11. 
Thus, by Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [23], there is a w-measurable selector 
8 of F. For any x* E E* (the dual space of E), x*( [( .)) is measurable as a numeric- 
ally-valued function on Q. Since E is separable, [ is measurable (cf. Rharucha-m 
Reid [3, pp. l&16] and Hille and Phillips [15, p. 721). We show that [ is a 
random fixed point of g + h. Fix w E Q arbitrarily, then some subsequence 
[[,(w)j of {f,(w)> converges weakly to t(w). Hence, [Iz(w, t,(w))] converges to 
h(w, E(U)). On the other hand, we have 
E,,,(W) ~-~ ,dw, E,,,(w)) = h(w L,(w)) + k,,@ - R(W 5,,(w)) -- h(w, E,,,(oJ))!. 
Thus, {E,,(W) - g(w, (ln(~))] converges to h(w, C(W)). Since g(w, .) is non- 
expansive, I - g(w, ,) is demiclosed by Browder [7] if E is uniformly convex. 
or by Opial [28] if E satisfies Opial’s condition, where I is the identity mapping 
of E. Therefore, it follows that e(w) - g(w, t(w)) L h(w, E(W)). 0.E.D. 
In a Hilbert space, we can give more precise results for nonexpansive mappings 
as follows. If M is a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert space 13, we 
denote by P,, the (metric) projection of H onto AZ. It is well known that P,, is a 
nonexpansive mapping (cf. Phelps [31]). 
'ksOREM 2.6. Let X be a bounded closed convex subset of a separable Hill)& 
space, f: ,Q ;' 1- 9 a nonexpansive random operator. Then for each CnJ E Q, 
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M(w) = {x E X:f(w, x) = x is nonempty, closed and convex and the mapping > 
P: Sz >: .X---f X defined by P(w, x) = PM(Jx) is a nonexpansive random operator. 
Further, for any x E X, P(., x) is a random Jixed point off. 
Proof. By a fixed point theorem of Browder [5], for each w E 9, M(w) is 
nonempty closed, and convex since a Hilbert space is strictly convex. Take any 
point v of X and a real sequence {k,} as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. For each n, 
the (1 - &)-contraction random operator fn: fi x X -+ X defined by fn(w, x) = 
kzv + (1 -- h,)f(w, x) h as a unique random fixed point 8, by Hang [12]. By 
Browder [6, Theorem 11, for any w E fin, {t,(w)> converges to P(w, v). Hence, P 
is a random operator (cf. Hille and Phillips [15, p. 741). The last assertion is 
obvious. Q.E.D. 
3. RANDOM FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR MULTIVALUED MAPPINGS 
In this section we extend the results in Section 2 to multivalued mappings. 
The following is a random fixed point theorem for a multivalued condensing 
mapping. For a corresponding fixed point theorem, we refer to Petryshyn and 
Fitzpatrick [30]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a separable closed convex subset of a Banach space, 
F: 52 x S-t CK(X) a continuous condensing random operator. Suppose that for 
any w E Q, F(w, X) is bounded. Then F has a random$xed point. 
Proof. Define a mapping G: LJ + 2x by G(w) = {x E X: x E F(w, x)}, then 
by a fixed point theorem of Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick [30] G(w) is nonempty 
and compact for any w E Sz. Take a countable dense subset {xn} of X. For each 
nonempty closed subset C of X, let 
L(C) = { u {W E Sz: d(xi , F(w, xi)) < 2/n}, 
n=1 Z&EC* 
where C, = {x E X: d(x, C) < l/n}. We show that G-l(C) = L(C). If 
w E G-l(C), then there is x E C with x EF(u+ x). SinceF(w, .) is continuous, it is 
continuous from X into the metric space (K(X), D) (cf. Castaing [8]). For each n, 
there exists x,(,) such that 11 x,(,) - x /I < l/n and D(F(w, xzcn,), F(w, x)) < I/n. 
We obtain 
d(xj(n) , F(w, xzcn,)) < II x,(,) - x II + d(x, F(w, xzw)) 
e II X,(n) - x II + qF(w> 4, F(w7 %dN 
< l/n + l/n = 2/n. 
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As X1(n) E (‘7, > it follows that w EL(C). Conversely, if w EL(C), then for each II, 
we can take x,(,) E C, for which d(zcztn) ,F(u, xl(,))) < 2/n. Then the set 
B =: {~,c,rj is precompact by the same way as in the proof of [17, Proposition 11. 
\Vithout loss of generality, we may assume that (~‘,~~,f itself converges to some 
s c- C. For each n, choose yn EF(w, x,(,)) such that i .v,(,) - yn ,, =-= d(s,r,r , 
F(w. s,(,))). Then (yTLj also converges to N. SinceF(w, ,) is upper semicontinuous, 
.v E F(w, .\), hence w E G-r(C). Therefore, G-r(C) --L(C). By Himmelberg 
[16], (W E fin: d(z, F(w, x)) < 2/n) E .d for any x‘ E S. Hence, G-l(C) =m L(C) t .r/ 
and G is measurable. Any measurahle selector of G is a random fixed point of 8’. 
&“e have the following corollary of Bohnenblust and Karlin type [4]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let S be a compact (or separable arzd closed) c0n’z’e.v subset 
of a Banarh space, F: n r: -I---, CK(-Y) a continuous compact random operator. 
Then F has a random fixed point. 
Remark 3.3. If X is a separable bounded complete metric space, then any 
continuous condensing random operator F: 9 x S + K(X), where G(w) is 
not empty for every w E Q, has a random fixed point by the same method as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Recall that a mapping F of a subset X of a Banach space E into CD(E) is 
called demiczosed if {Xnj C S and { yn} C E with yn E F(x,) are sequences such that 
t.‘FlJ i 1 1 converges weakly to x0 and (y,] converges to y0 in E, then yu E F(a,,). 
Fixed point theorems corresponding to the following theorem were ohtained 
hy Lami Doze [24] and Itoh and Takahashi [19]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a weaktv compact starshaped subset of a separable 
Banach space satisfying Opial’s condition, F: Q x A+ K(S) a nonexpansive 
random operator. Then F has a random fixed point. 
Proof. Choose a starcenter z~ of X and a sequence (k,] of real numbers 
for which 0 < k,, ~1 1 and k,L - 0 as n ---f co. For each n, define a (I ~~- k,<)- 
contraction random operator F,: R ,‘: S + K(S) by F,(w, s) - k,Lr + 
(I -~ kn) F(w, s), where 1’ -1 B = {y + .z: z E B), then by Itoh [18] F,> has a 
random fixed point 5, . For each n, define G,: Q ---f WK(X) by 
G,(w) == w-~l{[~(w): i > nj. 
Define G: Q ---f WK(X) by 
G(w) = fi G,(w), 
n=1 
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then as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, G is w-measurable and has a measurable 
selector 5. [ is the desired random fixed point of F. Indeed, fix any w E Sz, then 
some subsequence {e,(w)} of {tn(w)} converges weakly to t(w). For each m, 
there is an element u,,, EF(~, t,(w)) such that E,(W) = Iz,v + (1 - K,) II, . 
Since t,,,(w) - u, = k,(v - urn), {t,(w) - u,} converges to 0. By Lami 
Dozo [24], I - F(w, .) is demiclosed. Thus, it follows that f(w) EF(~, t(w)). 
Q.E.D. 
In the sequel we give several common random fixed point theorems for 
singlevalued mappings and multivalued mappings. A mapping f: X + X is 
said to commute with a mapping F: X -j CD(X) if for each x E X, f(F(x)) C 
F(f(s)). Also, a random operator f: 52 x X + X is said to commute with a 
random operator F: 52 x X + CD(X) if for each w E Q, f(~, .) and F(w, .) 
commute. 
We refer to Itoh and Takahashi [19] f or original results related to Theorems 
3.5 and 3.6. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let X be a separable bounded closed convex subset of a Banach 
space, f : Q x A’+ X a continuous asymptotically regular random operator, 
F: s2 x X -+ CK(X) a continuous condensing random operator. Suppose that f 
and F commute, then there exists a common random $xed point 4 off and F, i.e, for 
each w E Q, f (w, 5(w)) = t(w) eF(w, 5(w)). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, F has a random fixed point 5, . Then the mapping 
[a: sZ-+ X defined by [a(w) = f(q fl(w)) is measurable by Himmelberg [16]. 
Since f and F commute, & is a random fixed point of F. By induction, 
the sequence (63 of mappings fn: fi -+ X for which tn+i(w) =f(~, f,(w)) 
(W E 52, n = 1,2, 3,...) are random fixed points of F. Since F is condensing, for 
any w E Sz, {&(w)> is precompact. For each n, define G,: Sz --f K(X) by 
G,(w) = c~{.$~(u): i > n}, 
where cl(C) is the closure of C. Define G: Q + K(X) by 
G(w) = fi G,(w), 
?I=1 
then G is measurable by Himmelberg [16], h ence there exists a measurable 
selector [ of G. This 6 is a common random fixed point off and F. Indeed, for 
any fixed w E Sz, some subsequence (tnz(w)} of {t,(w)} converges to t(w). By the 
upper semicontinuity of F(w, .), t(w) EF(~, E(w)). Since f (w, .) is asymptotically 
regular, {&,+,(w)} also converges to E(w). Hence f (w, f(w)) = &CO). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let X be a weakly compact starshaped subset of a separable 
Banach space which satis$es Opial’s condition. Let f: Q x X- X be a nonexpan- 
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sive and asymptotically regular random operator, F: Q x A--+ K(X) a non- 
expansive random operator. Suppose that f commutes with F. Then there exists a 
common random fixed point off and F. 
Proof. F has a random fixed point 5, by Theorem 3.4. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5, there exists a sequence {[,} of random fixed points ofF such that 
E,+,(U) =f(~, f,(w)) for w ESZ, n = 1, 2,.... Define a sequence of mappings 
G,: Q -+ WK(X) and a mapping G: J;! + WK(X) by the same way as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4. Then G is w-measurable and has a measurable selector 5. 
We show that 5 is a common random fixed point off and F. Fix any w EC?, 
then some subsequence (em(~)) of {t%(w)} converges weakly to [(uJ). Since 
f(~, .) is asymptotically regular, {I,+,} also converges weakly to s(w). Since 
I - f(~, .) and I - F(w, .) are demiclosed (cf. Opial [28] and Lami Dozo [24]), 
it follows that f(~, t(w)) = t(w) E F(w, E(w)). Q.E.D. 
p\Tow we prove a common random fixed point theorem for nonexpansive 
random operators in a Hilbert space. A fixed point theorem in this connection 
was given by Itoh and Takahashi [19]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let X be a bounded closed convex subset of a separable Hilbert 
space, f: 8 x X--f X a nonexpansive random operator, F: Q x X+ CK(,Y) a 
nonexpansive random operator. Suppose that f and F commute. Then there exists a 
common random fixed point off and F. 
Proof. Let P: Q x X+X be the nonexpansive random operator for j’ 
given in Theorem 2.6. Define a mapping G: Sz x X+ CK(X) by G(w, x) :- 
F(w, P(uJ, x)), then by Itoh [18] G(., ) x is measurable for every x E X, hence G 
is a nonexpansive random operator. By Theorem 3.4, G has a random fixed 
point 5. For each fixed w E Q, 
f (w, G(w, t(w)>) = f (w, F(w, P(w S(w)))) C&J, f(~, P(w 5(w)))) 
= F(w, P(w, 5(w))) = G(~J> &J)). 
Thus, by Itoh and Takahashi [19, Lemma], P(w, G(w, c(w))) C G(w, c(w)). In 
particular, P(w, C(W)) E G(w, t(w)). It follows that the measurable mapping 
e: JJ - X defined by t(w) = P(w, c(w)) is a common random fixed point off 
and F. Q.E.D. 
When F is singlevalued, then we obtain the following 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let X be a bounded closed convex subset of a separable Hilbert 
space, f, g: Sz x X --+ X nonexpansive random operators. Suppose that f and ,g 
commute, then there exists a common random fixed point off and g. 
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4. AN APPLICATION 
In this section we give an application of Theorem 2.1 to a random differential 
equation in a Banach space. Let (52, Jd) be a measurable space, E a separable 
real Banach space, and I a bounded closed interval of the real line R. Denote 
by C(I, E) the Banach space of all continuous mappings u: I+ E with the 
supremum norm I/ ?I jlrn = sup{]1 u(t)]/: t ~1). Let g be the Bore1 field of C(I, E), 
go the smallest a-algebra of subsets of C(I, E) with respect to which the map- 
pings P,: u -+ u(t) are measurable for all t E I, .?& the smallest u-algebra of 
subsets of C(I, E) with respect to which all continuous mappings g: C(1, E) -+ E 
are measurable, respectively. It is known that if X is a metric space, then the 
Bore1 field of X is the smallest u-algebra of subsets of X with respect to which all 
real valued continuous functions on X are measurable (cf. Parthasarathy [29, 
p. 41). The following holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. .!S = .!2& = &. 
Proof. We first show that g C a,, . Since C(I, E) is separable, every open set 
is a countable union of closed spheres and so it is sufficient to prove that g0 
contains all closed spheres in C(I, E). Let {tn: n = 1, 2,...) be the rational 
numbers in I, then for any Y > 0, u E C(I, E), we have 
{v E C(I, E): I/ v - u Ilrn < r> = fi {v E C(I, E): II v(tJ - u(tn)il < r}. 
n=1 
Since the intersection on the right side of this equation lies in g,, , it follows that 
the sphere {V E C(I, E): [/ v - u jjm < r> E 5V,, . Hence a C aa . The inclusion 
that g,, C gI is obvious. Now we show that aI C G?‘. Since E is separable, gI 
coincides with the smallest u-algebra of subsets of C(I, E) with respect to which 
the mappings Q(x*, g): u --+ x*(g(u)) are measurable for all x* E E* (the dual 
space of E) and all continuous mappings g: C(I, E) -+ E (cf. Bharucha-Reid 
[3, pp. 14-161 and Hille and Phillips [15, p. 721). But 8(x*, g) is a real valued 
continuous function on C(1, E), thus &$ C a. Therefore a = 9s = gr . 
Q.E.D. 
Let 5 be a mapping of I x G into E. 6 is said to satisfy condition (C, s2> if for 
each w E Sz, t(., W) is continuous and for each t E I, [(t, .) is measurable. If 5 
satisfies condition (C, Sz), then 5‘ is considered as a mapping of !Z into C(I, E). 
Concerning the measurability of 6, we have the following characterization. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. 6 satisfies condition (C, Q) if and only if 6 is measurable as a 
mapping of l2 into C(I, E). 
Proof. Suppose that 6 satisfies condition (C, .n>. As in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 4.1, it is enough to show that for any r > 0, u E C(I, E) and rational t E 1, 
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the inverse image of the set B = (w E C(1, E): 11 u(t) - u(t)i~ :< rj belongs to cJ. 
Since ((t, ) is measurable, 
C’onversely, suppose that 5 is measurable as a mapping of D into C(I, E). By 
Proposition 4.1, for any t E I, Pt is a measurable mapping of (C(I, E), W) into E, 
hence [(t, .) is measurable. Thus 5 satisfies condition (C, Q). Q.E.D. 
Now we present a stochastic analogue of Ambrosetti [I, Teorema 3.11 as 
follows. Let x,, be an element of E, B = {x E E: .Y - .x,, ’ 11 rj and I =- (t E R: 
It-al .<Tj.wherer, T>O. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f: I x B x 52 + E be a mappiq hazing the follozcmg 
properties: 
(i) For each w 652, f(-, ., w) is uniformly continuons on I x B. 
(ii) For each w E .Q, t E I, f(t, ., w) is h(w)-set-Lipschitz, where sup (h(w): 
wEQ}=h<+co. 
(iii) For each t E I, x E B, f(t, x, .) is measurable. 
(iv) m=sup{llf(t,x,w)((:tfI,x~B,w~SZ)< +CQ. 
Let 7: Q + E be a measurable mapping for which sup {,I v(w) - x0 ~/ : w E Q> == 
rO < r. Denote I, = (t E R : j t - a ] < T,}, where hT, < 1 aud T, = min (T, 
TO, (r - r&m}. Then there exists a mapping E : I, :; Q-j E which satisfies 
condition (C, Sz) and that for any w E Q, 
and [(a, W) = T(W). 
Proof. Let K = {U E C(I, , E): // U(S) - u(t)11 < m / s - t 1 and ;j u(t) - x0 I 
-2 Y for all s, t E II}, then K is a bounded closed convex subset of C(I, , E). 
Define a mapping W: Q x K+ K by 
H7(w, 4 (t> = T(W) + J“f(s> u(s)> w) ds 
n 
(W E Q, u E C(I, , E), t E III). Then, for any s > t, 
II ww, 4 (4 - w% 4 P)lI 




II WC% 4 (9 - x0 II 
< II T(W) - xo II + St II fk 44 w)ll ds 
a 
< r. + mT, < Y. 
Hence, W is well-defined. For any w E Lr, W(w, .) is continuous by (i), and for 
any u E K, W(., U) is measurable by (iii) and Proposition 4.2. By Ambrosetti [I], 
for any w E L?, W(W, .) is a T,h(w)-set-contraction. Since T,h(w) < T,h < 1, 
W(W, .) is condensing. Thus, by Theorem 2.1 there exists a measurable mapping 
5: Gr -+ K such that for every w E -0, W(w, f(w)) = t(w). By Proposition 4.2, 
5 satisfies condition (C, Sz) as a mapping of It x Sz into E. These implies that 
tV, w) = q(w) + fj(s, E(s, w), w) ds 
a 
for all w E Sz and t E II . This f is the desired solution. Q.E.D. 
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